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Abstract: For every quasirational (pro-p)relation module R we construct the so called p-adic rationalization, which is the pro-fd-module R ⊗Q p = lim ← − R/[R, RM n ] ⊗ Q p , and prove the isomorphism R ⊗Q p ∼ = R ∧ w (Q p ), where R ∧ w (Q p ) stands for the rational points of the abelianization of the continuous p-adic Malcev completion of R. We show how R ∧ w embeds into a sequence which arises from a certain prounipotent crossed module. The latter can be seen as concrete examples of proalgebraic homotopy types.
We provide the Identity Theorem for pro-p-groups, giving a positive feedback to the question of Serre.
Schematization and proalgebraic crossed modules
What is homotopy theory? After Quillen we may regard this as formal settings of model categories and their equivalences. The Quillen-equivalence between homotopy categories of compactly generated Hausdorff spaces and simplicial sets is the brightest example (so the importance of simplicial sets). However Grothendieck's meditative dream was that combinatorial homotopy theory lies not far from geometry in its schematic reincarnation (just as homotopical invariants of smooth manifolds). Recently this idea was realized in B.Toën's theory of schematic homotopy types. The constructive form gives for a pair (X, k) (where X be a connected simplicial set and k be a field) some schematic homotopy type, which is a simplicial proalgebraic group (GX) ∧ alg , where G is a Kan loop-group functor, (GX) ∧ alg is the proalgebraic completion of a free simplicial group GX. Lets look at old problems of two-dimensional combinatorial homotopy theory using schematic glasses. First, we apply Kan loop-group functor to connected two-dimensional simplicial set and obtain a free simplicial group degenerated in dimensions greater than one. Kan results gives a CW -basis for this free simplicial group, so we get some free simplicial group also degenerated in dimensions greater than one
The corresponding 2-reduced simplicial group
Research Perspectives CRM Barcelona, Spring 2015, vol. 5, in Trends in Mathematics Springer-Birkhäuser, Basel is the standard object for study in combinatorial group theory. We use the proalgebraic completion to jump into reduced schematic homotopy types
But the groups of k-points F ∧ alg (k) here are too big for practical purposes, and we need to find reasonable approximation, which is sufficiently reach for 2-dimensional combinatorial homotopy. But old constructions of Quillen ("Quillen formula" [Vezzani (2012), Cor.21]) and Magnus (see below) contain the helpful hint.
Remark 1 (Magnus embedding). Several important homotopical invariants in the theory of groups and geometric topology defined using embedding of the group ring of a free group F into the algebra of formal power series on noncommutative indeterminates:
.. Indeed, integral coefficients do not play any principal role and we use embedding
.., t xn ≫ with coefficients in any field k. Now Pontryagin-Van Kampen duality gives a possibility to look at defining relations as at linear functions on a certain commutative Hopf algebra [Vezzani (2012) 
This all means, by the practical reasons, we must restrict ourselves to the prounipotent completions and to corresponding prounipotent homotopy types. In the case of 2-homotopy we will work with 2-reduced simplicial prounipotent groups
) be the corresponding Zarissky normal closure of defining relations and G u := F u (X)/R u . We will consider unless otherwise stated only finite presentations (|X| < ∞, |Y| < ∞), because we still have no sufficient understanding of what F (X) ∧ u is in infinite case. The choice of prounipotent affine group schemes is not occasional, there is an entirely schematic explanation. In fact (G/H)(k) ∼ = G(k)/H(k) (char(k) = 0) and so group-theoretic settings are compatible with schematic. The simplicial identity d 0 s 0 = id Fu(X) (saving notions) implies that (as in the discrete case) we have the formula
. Now one can collect necessary homotopical information from the study of Kerd 0
is a particular example of a prounipotent precrossed module. The consruction of prounipotent (pre)crossed modules in general (and their category as well) is standard and we refer the reader to consult with [Brown, Huebschmann (1982) ]. To obtain a bridge between ordinary combinatorial group theory and prounipotent (pre)crossed modules we need the following definition due to [Hain, Matsumoto (2003) , Pridham (2011 ), Pridham (2012 ].
The group of Q p -points of any affine group scheme G has the p-adic topology. Indeed, [Deligne, Milne (1982) ] shows that G can be expressed as a filtered inverse limit G = lim ← − G α of linear algebraic groups. Each G α (Q p ) has a canonical p-adic topology induced by the embedding G α ֒→ GL n . Define the topology on
Definition 2. Fix a topological group G (pro-p-topology in our further considerations). Define p-adic Malcev completion of G by a universal diagram where ρ is continuous
We require that for every continuous Zarissky-dense homomorphism χ into Q p -points of a prounipotent affine group H there is a unique homomorphism τ of prounipotent groups, making the diagram commutative.
Remark 3. Finite cardinality of Z is a sufficient condition to identify a free prounipotent group F u (Z) with F (Z) ∧ w and F (Z) ∧ u . However we use different letters "u" or "w" to emphasize the source ("w"-in the case of pro-p-continuous Malcev completions, "u"-in the case of prouniptent presentations). If (2) comes from a pro-p-presentation (since any homomorphism of finitely generated pro-p-group into Q p -points of prounipotent group is continuous [Hain, Matsumoto (2003) , Lemma A.7]) we also have the isomorphism
Definition 4 ([Mikhovich (2015)]). Free prounipotent (pre)crossed with a basis
with the following universal property: for any prounipotent (pre)crossed (G ′ 2 , G ′ 1 , d ′ ) and any subset ν(Y ) ∈ G ′ 2 (Q p ) and a function ν : Y → G ′ 2 (Q p ), with Zarissky dense G ′ 1 (Q p )-group closure and any epimorphism of prounipotent groups f :
then there exists a unique homomorphism of prounipotent groups h : G 2 → G ′ 2 such that h(Q p )(Y ) = ν(Y ) and the pair (h, f ) is the homomorphism of (pre)crossed modules. We construct [Mikhovich (2015) ] the prouniptent crossed module (C u , F u (X), d) of a prounipotent presentation (2) as follows: There is an isomorphism of prouniptent crossed modules ( Mikhovich (2015) ]). R u acts trivially on C u , where C u be a factor of C u by the derived subgroup and hence C u (Q p ) is a O(G u ) * -module, where O(G u ) * be a Pontryagin-Van Kampen dual to the representing Hopf algebra O(G u ) of G u .
Quasirational presentations
For pro-p-groups, fix a prime p > 0 throughout the paper (see [Serre (1997) ] for details on pro-p-groups). For discrete groups, p will vary. Let G be a (pro-p)group which has a (pro-p)presentation of finite type
Let R = R/[R, R] be the corresponding relation G-module, where [R, R] is a (closed) commutator subgroup (in the pro-p-case). Then denote M n the corresponding Zassenhaus p-filtration of F, which is defined by the rule (1970) , 7.4] for details).
Definition 8. A presentation (3) is quasirational if for every n > 0 and each prime p > 0 the F/RM n -module R/[R, RM n ] has no p-torsion (p is fixed for pro-p-groups and runs through all primes p > 0 and corresponding p-Zassenhaus filtrations in the discrete case). The relation modules of such presentations will be called quasirational relation modules.
Proposition 9 ([Mikhovich (2014)]). Suppose (3) is a presentation of a pro-p-group G with a single defining relation, then (3) is quasirational.
Quasirational presentations may be studied by passing to rationalized completions
is left exact for quasirational (pro-p)presentations we have an embedding of abelian groups R ֒→ R ⊗Q p ). In a similar manner Q p -points of the abelianized continuous prounipotent completion of (2015) ] and now the following description (in the spirit of Gaschütz theory [Gruenberg (1976) ]) is crucial:
Theorem 10 (Infinite Gaschütz Theory [Mikhovich (2015) ]). Let (3) be finite QR-(pro-p)presentation, then there is a commutative diagram of abelian prounipotent groups, where on Q p -points the upper arrow is a homomorphism of topological G ∧ p -modules, the lower is a homomorphism of O(G u ) * -modules, vertical arrows are G ∧ p -homomorphisms on Zarissky dense subgroups (
we denote C ∧ w , C u , R ∧ w , R u are the abelianizations of the corresponding prounipotent groups.
where U , P are the functors of completed universal enveloping algebra and Lie algebra of primitive elements of complete Hopf algebra,
Remark 11. The celebrated Lyndon Identity theorem states, that relation modules of one-relator presentations of discrete groups are induced from cyclic subgroups, i.e. let (3) be a one-relator, then R = R/[R, R] ∼ = Z ⊗ u ZG, where R = (u m ) F and u is not a proper power. We provide the following analog for prop-groups with a single defining relation (i.e. for pro-p-groups G: dim Fp H 2 (G, F p ) = 1), this is a problem [Serre (1963) 
Corollary 12 (Identity Theorem for pro-p-groups [Mikhovich (2016)]). Let (3) be a one-relator finitely generated pro-p-group, then there is an isomorphism of topological
In particular, if G embeds naturally into Q p -points of its prounipotent completion G ֒→ G ∧ u (Q p ), then cd(G) = 2. Proof. There are two cases:
1. The corresponding prounipotent presentation is degenerated, i.e. G u is a free prounipotent, then we prove the isomorphism R u (Q p ) ∼ = O(G u ) * directly by showing that R u is the free precrossed G u -module [Mikhovich (2016) ].
2. In the case of proper prounipotent presentations [Lubotzky-Magid (1982) , 3.10] we use (in [Mikhovich (2016) ]) the modern version of Hochschild cohomology of affine groups [Jantzen (2003) ] (a concise introduction may be found in [Hain (2015) ]) to generalize the results from [Lubotzky-Magid (1982) , Lubotzky-Magid (1985) ] for k = k and to provide the equality dim k H 2 (G u , k) = 1.
Further generalization of [Lubotzky-Magid (1982) , Therem 3.14] implies that cd(G u ) = 2 and reproving [Lubotzky-Magid (1985) , Prop. 3.13] (using PontryaginVan-Kampen duality), we obtain R u (Q p ) ∼ = O(G u ) * .
Finally, Infinite Gaschütz Theory and description of aspherical pro-p-groups give the final statement.
